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Summary: Application for an extension of time to convene the annual general meeting 

of shareholders of the applicant in terms of section 61(7)(b) of the Companies Act 71 of 

2008 – section 61(7)(b) requires an applicant to show “good cause” to obtain relief –  

applicant’s grounds for an extension primarily about its continuing engagement in 

business rescue proceedings – concerns expressed regarding the late bringing of the 

application – held: extension granted until 31 August 2021 

 

 

 

 

DECISION (Reasons and Order) 

 

 

 

Khashane La M. Manamela 
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Introduction 

[1] South African Airways SOC Limited (SAA or the applicant) is a profit company 

incorporated as a state-owned company. SAA is required by the provisions of section 

61(7)(b),1 read with section 9,2 both of the Companies Act 71 of 2008 (the Companies 

Act), to convene an annual general meeting of shareholders (AGM) once every calendar 

year. Section 61(7)(b) further requires that SAA’s AGM be convened not more than 15 

months from the date of its previous AGM. SAA last had an AGM on 29 March 2018 

and, therefore, SAA ought to have convened its subsequent AGM by not later than 29 

June 2019. But, no AGM was held in 2019 and 2020. Instead, SAA was granted – on 

application to this Tribunal – extensions of the time to convene its AGM for those years. 

The last of these extensions was granted on 06 June 2020. This extension granted SAA 

until 28 February 2021 to convene its AGM. SAA says it was still unable to convene its 

AGM in time and, therefore, seeks another extension of the time to do so until 30 June 

2021. 

 

Serial late applications 

[2] This application was launched by SAA on 01 March 2021.3 At least that is the 

date when the application was received by or filed with this Tribunal. Evidently, this was 

after the expiry of the period of the extension granted by this Tribunal on 06 June 2020. 

                                                 
1 See par [11] below for a reading of section 61(7)(b) of the Companies Act 71 of 2008 (the Companies 

Act). 
2 See section 9(1) of the Companies Act, which reads “Subject to section 5(4) and (5), any provision of this 

Act that applies to a public company applies also to a state-owned company, except to the extent that the 

Minister has granted an exemption in terms of subsection (3).”  
3 Form CTR 142 (application for relief) is dated 25 February 2021 by the applicant, but reflects a date 

stamp by this Tribunal of 01 March 2021. 
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The expiry date of that extension was 28 February 2021 There is no explanation for the 

delay in bringing this application.  

 

[3] Everything in this application was attended to very late and, actually, closer to the 

deadline of 28 February 2021, when the previously extended period was to elapse. For 

example, the resolution of SAA’s board of directors was taken by way of round-robin 

only on 25 February 2021. This was exactly one business day away from the expiry date 

of 28 February 2021, which was on a Sunday. The founding or supporting affidavit was 

deposed to on 26 February 2021. This was on the last business day of the extended 

period. The notice of application or motion (i.e. Form CTR 142), although dated 25 

February 2021, is stated (in terms of an ink-stamp) to have been received by this Tribunal 

only at 12h14 on 01 March 2021.  

 

[4] Considering the above, the application was clearly made after the extended period 

within which SAA was to convene its AGM had elapsed: 28 February 2021. It does not 

really matter, in my view, that the application was filed late by only one day or that 28 

February 2021 was on a Sunday. It does not take a few days to convene an AGM, even in 

case of a sole shareholder company. This means that SAA knew long before or ought to 

have known that no AGM will be convened by 28 February 2021 and, therefore, another 

extension would be required. But, yet it dithered. In fact, this is not new.  

 

[5] The previous application before my fellow Tribunal member, Mr Lindelani 

Sikhitha, was also brought late. That application was only made on 04 May 2020 to 
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extend the period which had by then already elapsed on 30 March 2020. SAA blamed the 

“lockdown” (imposed under the national state of disaster declared in terms of the Disaster 

Management Act 57 of 20024 to combat the COVID-19 pandemic) for the delay in 

bringing the application before Mr Sikhitha. But, in fact, the lockdown had only been 

imposed with effect from 26 March 2020, evidently a few days before 30 March 2020. 

The order for the extended period which elapsed on 30 March 2020 was granted by 

another fellow Tribunal Member, Ms Khatija Tootla. Again, as it does not take a few 

days to convene an AGM, SAA knew or must have known long before the “lockdown” 

was imposed that it would not be able to convene its AGM. Put differently, another 

extension would have been required without COVID-19 being declared a national 

disaster. Although, I am not casting doubts on the validity or merit of the order granted 

by my fellow Tribunal member, the lockdown arrived very late to have been a factor in or 

to contribute to the delay in bringing that application. 

 

[6] But despite all these, there is no even an attempt to explain the timing of or delay 

in bringing this application. One gets an impression that this manner of doing things is 

normal with SAA, unless it is conduct reserved by SAA and its associates exclusively for 

this Tribunal. I have had similar concerns in another application to do with an associate 

company of SAA.5 Perhaps, these applications are considered routine and therefore the 

relief sought being there for the asking. It shouldn’t be. Even if an AGM for purposes of 

SAA would affect a single shareholder, SAA has other stakeholders who may have a 

direct or indirect interest in the business of its AGM. And what about the certainty 

                                                 
4 See Government Gazette No. 43096 of 15 March 2020. 
5 Ex parte Air Chefs SOC Limited, Companies Tribunal, Case Number:  CT00356ADJ/2020 (21 May 2020) 

at pars [2], [19]-[21]. 
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regarding whether SAA’s AGM would or would not be held? Also not trivial is the need 

to display acceptable level of regulatory compliance and good corporate governance. But, 

despite my lamentations, I will proceed to deal with the merits of this application hoping 

that my words would not fall on deaf ears. 

 

Applicant’s grounds (showing good cause) for extension of time for convening an 

AGM 

[7] I have already stated that SAA was previously granted extensions of the time to 

convene its AGM. The reasons for most of the recent extensions relate to SAA being 

under business rescue.  

 

[8] The following statements from SAA’s supporting affidavit constitute the 

submissions made or grounds for the relief sought in this application: 

 

 

“     5. 

 

On 05 December 2019, SAA was placed in business rescue. It was anticipated 

that the business rescue process would be concluded by 06 March 2020. 

However, the business rescue process was not concluded by that date and further 

relief was sought to a date when it was anticipated that the business rescue 

process would be finalised and SAA would be in a better position to finalise its 

financials. The Tribunal considered this request and responded positively, 

granting an extension to 28 February 2021 to allow SAA to conclude the 

business rescue process ahead of finalising the financial statements. 

 

However, the business rescue process has taken longer than anticipated, primarily 

due to the requirement for funding from the shareholder to conclude the business 

rescue plan. Finance has now been received but there is insufficient time to 

conclude the business rescue process. Once the business rescue process is 

substantially concluded, the company can be taken out of business rescue and, as 

a result of the business rescue and receivership process, the going concern issues 

can be addressed and financials can be finalised. There is insufficient time to 

conclude this process ahead of the AGM deadline of 28 February 2021. 

This matter was considered by the Business Rescue Practitioners and the Board 

of Directors of the Company by round robin … 
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6. 

 

Pursuant to Section 61(7) of the Companies Act, SAA humbly requests the 

Tribunal to grant it further relief to hold its Annual General Meeting beyond the 

28 February 2021 extension granted to it by the Tribunal on 04 June 2020, to at 

least 30 June 2021 to allow for the finalisation of the business rescue process and 

the subsequent finalization of the annual financial statements. It is anticipated 

that the business rescue process will be finalised by 31 March 2021.”6 

 

 

 

[9] SAA is also required to convene an AGM once every year and for its AGM not to 

be more than 15 months after its previous AGM by the provisions of its memorandum of 

incorporation (MOI).7 Although, this appears to be a duplication of section 61(7)(b) of 

the Companies Act8 it is immaterial for a determination to be made by this Tribunal. The 

MOI also foreshadows an extension of the period to convene SAA’s AGM being granted 

on application to this Tribunal.9  

 

[10] Relying on what is stated above, SAA seeks that the time for convening its AGM 

be extended from 28 February 2021 to at least 30 June 2021. Next, I discuss SAA’s 

submissions against the applicable legal principles. 

 

Applicant’s grounds and applicable legal principles (discussed) 

[11] The primary applicable legal principle for the determination to be made in this 

application in located in section 61(7)(b) of the Companies Act. Section 61(7)(b) reads in 

the material part:  

 

                                                 
6 Founding affidavit (deposed to by Ms LS Olitzki on 26 February 2021) at pars 5-6, indexed pp 3-4.  
7 Par 12.1.1 of SAA’s MOI, indexed pp 36-37. The current (or at least the one included in the papers) MOI 

of SAA bears the signature of former Minister of Finance Mr Nhlanhla Nene MP, dated 22 May 2015. 
8 Par 12.1.1 of SAA’s MOI (at indexed pp 36-37) and section 61(7)(b), quoted under par [11] below. 
9 Ibid. 
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“A public company must convene an annual general meeting of its shareholders- 

(a)  … 

(b)  … once in every calendar year, but no more than 15 months after the 

date of the previous annual general meeting, or within an extended time allowed 

by the Companies Tribunal, on good cause shown.” 

 

[underlining added for emphasis] 

 

[12] From the reading of its provisions, section 61(7)(b) is clearly applicable to public 

companies. However, section 9(1)10 of the Companies Act provides that “any provision of 

this Act that applies to a public company applies also to a state-owned company” [my 

emphasis], unless exempted by the Minister under section 9(3) of the Companies Act.11 

SAA, as a state-owned company, is therefore subject to the provisions of section 61(7) by 

virtue of section 9(1).  

 

[13] Section 61(7)(b) requires that public companies convene an AGM once in every 

calendar year. Also, that a period of not more than 15 months ought not to elapse between 

the previous AGM and the subsequent AGM of a state-owned company or a public 

company. But companies falling under these categories of companies may, on “good 

cause” shown, be granted an extension of time to convene an AGM by this Tribunal. 

Therefore, SAA has the necessary legal standing to launch this application. To obtain the 

required relief SAA ought to show “good cause”. 

  

                                                 
10 See footnote 2 above for a reading of section 9(1) of the Companies Act. 
11 Ibid. 
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[14] As to what constitutes “good cause” the Companies Act does not say. Previous 

decisions of this Tribunal, including the recent decision in Ex parte Air Chefs12 are 

helpful in this regard. These decisions were largely decided on the authority of two High 

Court judgments: Minister of Defence and Military Veterans v Motau and Others13 and 

The Highly Nutritious Food Company (Pty) Ltd v The Companies Tribunal and Others.14 

But, there is no need to traverse these judgments as this has already been done in the 

decision of this Tribunal in Ex parte Air Chefs. 

 

[15] In Ex parte Air Chefs it was held that to succeed in showing “good cause” for 

purposes of an application for an extension of time to convene an AGM under section 

61(7)(b), an applicant would have to advance “sufficient or substantial or reasonable 

explanation for the time-factor (or delay in convening an AGM) and meritorious grounds 

for the extension sought”.15 [my emphasis] Put differently, “there ought to be reasonable 

or substantial grounds for the extension, including its timing”.16 [my emphasis] I invoke 

the authority of the decision in Ex parte Air Chefs and of the judgments of the High 

Court, referred to above, for my conclusions in this application. 

 

Conclusion 

[16]  To recap, the primary – if not the sole - ground for extension advanced by SAA is 

that it is currently engaged in business rescue. It is anticipated that the business rescue 

                                                 
12 Ex parte Air Chefs at pars [9]-[18]. 
13 Minister of Defence and Military Veterans v Motau and Others 2014 (5) SA 69 (CC) at 69, 72-73, 

including par 54. 
14 The Highly Nutritious Food Company (Pty) Ltd v The Companies Tribunal and Others (91718/2016) 

[2017] ZAGPJHC (22 September 2017) at par [18]. 
15 Ex parte Air Chefs at par [18]. 
16 Ibid. 
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process would be finalised by 31 March 2021. SAA would then have to finalise its annual 

financial statements. It is expected that an extension of the time to convene its AGM until 

30 June 2021 would be sufficient for all these to be concluded and for the AGM to be 

held. 

 

[17] I am satisfied that the on-going business rescue proceedings constitutes good 

cause to grant extension of the period for holding SAA’s AGM. I will grant such 

extension until 31 August 2021. This, in my respectful view, would ensure that SAA does 

not return to this Tribunal for about five months seeking another extension. But, nothing 

prevents SAA from holding its AGM earlier and promptly in accordance with its own 

time-table (i.e. 30 June 2021). In the event that this long extension to be granted, for 

some reason, is still not enough and another extension is required, I implore those 

responsible to show some level of proper and meticulous administration and approach 

this Tribunal long before 31 August 2021, for an extension.  

 

Order 

[18] For the reasons stated above, the following order is made: 

a) the time for, South African Airways SOC Limited (registration number: 

1997/022444/30), the applicant, to hold its annual general meeting is 

extended until 31 August 2021. 
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_________________________    

Khashane La M. Manamela (Mr.)     

Member, Companies Tribunal 

11 March 2021 


